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Abstract. This paper presents a tool which allows easy generation of semi-abstracted cartoon-like images from
photographs, for the purposes of generating user interfaces that can be used by non-literate users.
Non-literate users of computers have difficulty navigating text-based user interfaces. Thus, in previous research,
we developed design principles for creating what we call “text-free user interfaces” that are usable by non-literate,
first-time users of computers. One of these principles was that text-free interfaces should use static hand-drawn
images to represent objects and actions, because they were more consistently understood than oversimplified
icons, and at the same time, they were generic enough to be taken for abstract concepts rather than the specific
instances portrayed in photographs.
Drawing cartoons, however, is time-, labor-, and skill-intensive. In order to partially automate this process, we
have developed a tool which allows a static, semi-abstracted cartoon image to be generated easily from
photographs taken by users. The tool works by chaining together a number of simple image-processing
algorithms: First, it applies an image blur filter to remove the details or unnecessary edges of the image. Second,
the tool identifies the major edges in the image using an edge-detection algorithm. Next, connected areas of the
image are identified using a connected components analysis. Then, we repaint each connected component with its
average color, so as to “flatten” the image. Finally, detected edges are superimposed back onto the flattened
image. The tool allows user intervention at any stage so that particular steps can be customized for a better final
appearance.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there has been growing interest in computing applications for socio-economic development of
underserved communities [21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 36]. These projects seek to provide underserved
populations such as poor rural farmers, urban domestic workers, or the unbanked with relevant communication and
information services, such as weather updates, employment opportunities, or microcredit. The projects often use
Internet-connected personal computers and mobile phones as the technological substrate to deliver these services.
One characteristic that many of these communities share is low levels of literacy. Even conservative estimates of
illiteracy suggest that there are over one billion non-literate people in the world [22]. In those cases where
computing applications are meant to be used directly by such communities, illiteracy can come in the way of
designing comprehensible applications.
Previous work in designing user interfaces for non-literate and semi-literate populations focuses on several
characteristics, including graphics and icons [11, 14, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31], voice feedback [14, 25, 26, 27, 31], and
video [24].
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Our research over the past couple of years confirms these findings. We have worked on what we call “text-free user
interfaces”, where we have looked at designing user interfaces for non-literate users, developed through an extensive
ethnographic study involving over 300 hours and 250 people from urban slums in Bangalore, India. We established
several design principles that we believe could be applicable to other user groups that are non-literate and new to
computer use [24, 25, 26, 27]. Some of these are eliminating text, using static hand-drawn imagery of semiabstracted cartoons, providing voice feedback for all functional units, providing a consistent help feature, and using
full-context video to dramatize the purpose of the application.
In taking a closer look at what sort of imagery was best suited for text-free UIs, we conducted user tests to determine
which of a variety of audio-visual representations of concepts were best understood by non-literate subjects. [25,
27]. Informal observations with non-literate user communities suggested that subjects recognized semi-abstract
cartoons better than photographs or simplified icons. So, we conducted a formal study to verify this [26]. In the
study, we presented each of 13 different health symptoms to 200 illiterate subjects in one representation randomly
selected among the following ten: text, static drawings, static photographs, hand-drawn animations, and video, each
with and without voice annotation. The goal was to see how comprehensible these representation types were for an
illiterate audience. Using a methodology that generated different representations in a way that fairly stacks one
representational type against the others, we generated representations for each of the aforementioned
representational types for a number of healthcare-related concepts. The results verified our hypothesis. In the case of
real photographs, the extraneous detail in the background confused our subjects. Photographs and video were also
prone to be interpreted as the literal instance of the photograph, rather than a general concept. In some cases this was
favorable to the understanding of a graphic while in others, there was confusion created because of direct
association. In the case of dynamic representations like video and animation, placing a context-laying activity that
was unrelated to the principal action cue caused confusion amongst the subjects. Our main result was that statichand drawn representations with voice annotations were the best understood among all the media. So, for example,
in trying to portray the concept of “fever,” an overly simplified iconic representation might be mistaken for anger (or
hot-headedness) or a type of illness; a photograph, on the other hand, could be mistaken for Mr. Rao’s case of
typhoid from last year. A semi-abstracted image of a person with a moist cloth on her forehead, was more likely
than either of the other options to be taken to represent “fever” as an abstract concept.
In order to allow content authors to generate text-free user interfaces easily, we developed a text-free UI-generation
tool which could be used to build user interfaces for non-literate users based on the design principles discussed
above. Most of the process can be automated or done easily by non-specialists. However, creating the semiabstracted cartoons requires reasonable skill at illustration. Even with skill, drawing such cartoons can be a laborintensive and time-consuming process. To meet this challenge, we developed a cartoon-generation tool that makes it
easy to generate semi-abstracted cartoons from photographs.
This paper presents the specifics of the cartoon-generation tool and a domain in which the tool was used to create a
text-free user interface. The technical components of the tool itself are not novel, but we have chosen components
which are easy to understand by a lay user, so that generation of a cartoon image from a photograph is as simple as
possible. Although there is existing work to create cartoons from photographs with user assistance, to our
knowledge, this is the first instance in which similar algorithms have been applied to the problem of generating
semi-abstracted cartoons for the purposes of creating user interfaces for non-literate users.

2. Cartoon Generation Tool
The goal of our cartoon-generation tool is to allow users to easily create cartoon-like images from photographs.
Cartoons are simplified drawings that generally have the following characteristics [15].




Strong edges: Semantically coherent regions of the image are often delineated by strong black edges.
Flat, simple, saturated coloring: Regions are represented by a uniform color, and relatively few colors are used
in a single cartoon.
Simplified, suppressed background: Background elements contain less detail and are often muted in color.

Our cartoon-generation tool attempts to capture these elements and to produce them automatically from a
photograph. The tool can work in two modes: In automated mode, the tool runs through a number of algorithms

using parameters which were empirically chosen to produce cartoon-like images from photographs. In custom mode,
users can set these parameters by hand.
Below, we describe the individual components which are involved in arriving at a cartoon-like output. These are all
standard image-processing algorithms, and an effort has been made to choose those which are most easily
understood by lay users, so that the authoring process itself is as simple as possible. The process can be run fully
automated (though with mixed results depending on the input photograph), such that cartoon-like images are
generated from photographs with no user intervention, or it can be run in custom mode with more manual tweaking.
2.1. Gaussian Blur
The first step in the cartoonization process is a Gaussian blur. Blurring eliminates the minor speckling in the image
and reduces the number of connected components (to be described below) that the image is segmented into. A
Gaussian blur provides a comparatively gentler smoothing and preserves edges better than a similarly sized mean
filter.
Our default blur uses a 3x3 convolution matrix. Each pixel's value is set to a weighted average of that pixel's
neighborhood, with the filter applied to each of the R, G, and B channels. The 3x3 matrix that we use for
convolution is a standard approximation for a Gaussian filter, namely [1, 2, 1; 2, 4, 2; 1, 2, 1]. For greater blurs,
there is the option of applying this filter multiple times, or of convolving with a larger filter (in which case, a fast
Fourier transform operation is computationally more efficient).
This step is applied with blurring filters of various sizes in the automated mode, and it is altogether optional in
custom mode.
2.2. Edge Detection
As the next step we try to identify the edges of the components containing in the image. This step assists us to draw
outlines of the image at the latter stages. We use the standard Sobel edge-detection algorithm to detect edges in the
image [13], and then take the summed absolute value of computed edges in the x- and y- directions. Edge detection
is applied only to the green channel (which contributes the greatest component to luminance), for efficiency. Finally,
the summed value is thresholded so that edges are a binary “on” or “off”. As an inexpensive way to detect wider
edges, we also allow the Sobel filter to be expanded such that pixels m-pixels away from the center pixel are
sampled when determining whether an edge exists. For example, if we are searching for an edge at coordinate (x, y),
the Sobel filter would compute its non-zero coefficients on pixels (x-m, y-m), (x-m, y), (x-m, y+m), (x, y-m), (x, y),
(x, y+m), (x+m, y-m), (x+m, y), (x+m, y+m).
In the automated mode of the tool, and for 8-bit grayscale images, we set the threshold value for an edge to be
detected at 113, and an m-value of 3 pixel’s width. In custom mode, we allow these values to be set by the user.
2.3. Connected Components
In general, the input image is still at the photorealistic stage and requires image segmentation technique to identify
connected regions of the given image for further processing. Here, we use connected-component analysis to identify
what we hope to be semantically meaningful regions in the image [9]. This algorithm chooses a pixel at random, and
then looks toward its eight neighbors to see whether any pixels are within a given threshold of the chosen pixel. If
so, the algorithm continues in a breadth-first search manner, identifying pixel after pixel which is within a threshold
of the seed pixel. (The breadth-first approach results in an efficient iterative, rather than a recursive, algorithm.)
In automated mode, a threshold is set a priori, at 10 grayscale values (assuming 8-bit values per color channel).
However, this part of the algorithm is most sensitive to the quality of the input photograph, and we find that most
images require some manual work to connect the right components together. As a result, there is a manually driven
procedure that we describe next.
2.4. Merging Semantically Related Components
Since computer-vision techniques are not yet mature to the point of being able to identify semantically related
regions in an image, we involve the user to help connect semantically related components in the image so that they

can be merged appropriately. This process involves a point-and-click UI where the user can select multiple preidentified regions and indicate that they should belong to the same region. Merged regions are then treated as a
single region afterwards.
2.5. Color Averaging
Having identified the connected components of the image, we calculate the average color of each component and
repaint the image to make it more like a non-photorealistic painterly image. This is done separately for each of the
RGB channels. For each connected region, the sum of the pixel values is computed and divided by the pixel count of
the connected region. This step requires no manual intervention and is the same in both automated and custom
modes.
2.6. Color Saturation Adjustment
Cartoons often use saturation and de-saturation of colors to indicate the relative importance of image elements.
Prominent items are usually painted in saturated colors, whereas backgrounds are frequently de-saturated. To allow
for this, we allow the user to set saturation levels for regions identified. For each region that needs to be adjusted, we
compute hue, saturation and value/brightness (HSV/HSB) values corresponding to the region’s RGB values [16].
We then allow users to set the saturation value. This step is entirely a manual process, as there are no reliable
methods for automatically picking out what is semantically important in an image (and in any case, it may depend
on the intent of the graphic).
2.7. Superimposition of Edges
Once regions are identified and adjusted, we superimpose the earlier detected edges on top. This is a straightforward
process where identified edge pixels are set to black. For custom mode, we allow users to draw additional edges
where they might feel they are necessary.

3. Implementation
The cartoon-generation tool is embedded in a larger tool that allows for users to design text-free UIs. The larger tool
allows users to develop entire UIs for applications designed for non-literate users, and it incorporates simple
interactions such as hypertext navigation through buttons, and so forth.
In the authoring tool, potential users design and create text-free UIs with images, voice annotations, animations and
navigation between pages according to the type of content they want to convey to their users in the type of
information structure they desire. Graphics and audio elements can be incorporated as necessary, with voice
annotations being able to be input while the UI is being designed.
The cartoon-generation tool is set up as a preprocessing tool which allows users to select multiple photographs and
turn them into cartoons for inclusion into a UI. If the user opts for the fully automated mode, the system offers three
results per photograph, with the middle photograph using the parameters defined above, and the other two with some
perturbation in the parameters. The user can then click on the desired output cartoon.

4. Example Domain and Results
In order to test our work in a concrete context, we chose healthcare information dissemination in rural clinics. To
understand how these clinics operate, we visited a partner hospital, a specialty eye-care institution in Coimbatore,
Tamil Nadu in India which is dedicated to eradicating preventable and curable blindness through a large rural
outreach program. The hospital has two facilities in Tamil Nadu and one in Andhra Pradesh. Similar facilities are
being currently set up in Karnataka and Gujarat.
The Coimbatore hospital has 500 free beds and 50 beds for paying patients. On an average 150-200 operations per
day are performed at this hospital. On weekends, camps are set-up at villages in different districts in Tamil Nadu. At
any peak time, there are 600-700 people at these camps, being screened by the medical staff to be brought to the
base hospital for treatment. During such peaks, patients spend a lot of time in waiting areas, and the hospital uses
these opportunities to educate patients, their family, and friends about basic preventive and curative health care.

Current methods of education include the distribution of pamphlets and audio recordings delivered over a publicannouncement system. However, around 80% of the patients at this hospital, who come from villages of Tamil
Nadu, are functionally non-literate, and unable to read books or newspapers with any fluency. So, while the
pamphlets contain visual elements, the text is of little value; conversely the audio broadcasts are comprehensible to
patients, but without visual information. Since the ratio of paramedics to the number of people is very low, it is
prohibitive for paramedics to do a one-on-one interaction with patients for the purpose of education.
The hospital is seeking ways to disseminate information more effectively and needs tools to develop computer
applications for its non-literate user base. Hence, the need for a text-free UI that can deliver information designed in
a way to be used by non-literate users from the outset.
We have developed a pilot application that includes some basic information about diabetes (which can lead to
blindness and other vision problems, if untreated). Some examples of the kinds of imagery used in this application,
using the cartoon-generation tool are shown in Figure 1in the Appendix.
The tool is not perfect, by any means, and there is still work remaining to make the tool applicable to a wider range
of photographs. In particular, depending on the graininess or texturing of the image, it can be difficult to generate
images that are sufficiently cartoon-like to be seen as “semi-abstracted,” which is the critical trait. The example in
Figure 2 in the Appendix shows a case where the photograph is segmented into so many regions at first that the
effort required to merge them by hand is probably much more than effort of tracing over relevant lines, etc.

5. Related Work
There are two areas of related work that are particular relevant to our research. The first is research work in tools for
stylizing and abstracting images. The second is literature that looks at designing user interfaces for non-literate
users. To our knowledge, our work occurs at the unexplored intersection of these two areas with some differences
from existing research that differentiates our work.
5.1. Tools for Stylizing and Abstracting Images and Non-Photorealistic Rendering
The first stream of relevant work looks at developing tools for stylizing and abstracting images. All of this work
focuses on non-photorealistic rendering of photographs. Among these, there are studies that look at tools converting
photographs into cartoon sketches [1] , [32] , [38] , [35] free-hand style drawing [2] , [8] , [17] , [19] , [21] and
artistic brush stroke images [5] , [12] , [10] , [20] , [32]. There is also some work that looks at converting video stills
into abstracted cartoon animation into a range of styles [18].
The approach of almost all of the previous work is that they first try to identify semantic components and then
simplify colors within a region through various means. Except for the work that seeks to make artistic paint-brush
strokes, identification of outline edges is done through a manual process. All of the previous work also uses image
segmentation [35] and color segmentation techniques (with the one exception which integrates eye-tracking
technique with image segmentation [7] to identify the areas that are required to be abstracted). Once the output is
available some of this work also looks at adding features to generated image [4]. Most previous work in this vein
also appears requires a great amount of manual detailing, as well, and the effects are meant primarily to help achieve
a certain “look” than to simplify the abstraction process. Some of this work goes as far as to try to imitate certain
styles of artists.
In our work, the resulting images are not as artistically interesting, but the output image can be generated with fewer
steps and less user intervention.
We also note that commercialized software, such as Adobe Photoshop is also available to many of the intermediate
steps in our algorithm [39]. However, such software has no one-button feature to convert photographs to cartoonlike images. Users have to try several image-processing filters and approaches to generate a cartoon image using
those tools. In contrast, we provide an automated mode that makes generation of cartoons from photographs trivially
simple.
5.2. User Interfaces for Non-literate Users

The second stream of relevant work investigates user interfaces for non-literate users.
Most previous work with non-literate users focuses on the mechanics of the UI. In particular, researchers
immediately intuited the value of imagery in place of text, and extensive use of graphics is advocated by this work
[11, 14, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30]. Among these, some also investigated the value of voice annotations and instructions,
which are of obvious value to non-literate users [25, 26, 27, 31]. Much of the interesting work in this area
investigates the subtleties of graphics-intensive, audio-based UIs. Some authors note the plausible inclusion of
number, as non-literate users are often numerate [25, 27, 29, 30, 31]. Others focus on the need for ultra-simplified
navigability as a design element [11]. While this previous work suggests excellent UI design elements for the nonliterate user, none so far looks at providing capacity to build such interfaces to organizations that are directly
required to address the information needs of non-literate users. With the cartoon-generation tool, our goal was not
only to explain what kinds of UI design was required for use by non-literate users, but also to provide a tool that
allows lay computer users to design such UIs. The hope is that organizations who cater to end-user information
needs of non-literate users would be able to design their own text-free UIs.
In summary, while generating cartoons from photographs in itself is not a new area, our work takes this research a
step further to practical application within a particular domain. To our knowledge, the work presented in this paper
is the first of its kind with this focus.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
As part of a comprehensive text-free UI authoring tool for generating user interfaces for non-literate users, we
developed a cartoon-generation tool that allows users to easily transform photographs into semi-abstracted cartoons.
We believe that organizations which cater to non-literate users will be able to use this tool to generate content based
on design principles established in earlier work on text-free user interfaces.
In future work, we are looking at testing the usability of this tool with our target communities – organizations
building computer applications for their non-literate customers and clients. We would like to do controlled
experiments with target users to test the usability of functionalities and ease of use of this tool. We would also like
to deploy the tool at these organizations so that we can ultimately measure how accurately automatically generated
cartoon images are understood by non-literate and semi-literate users.
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Appendix

Fig. 1. Several examples of images created from photographs. In the first three examples, we show the photograph, a
cartoon drawn by an artist based on the photo (for comparison), an intermediate result from our cartoon-generation
tool, and the final result of our cartoon-generation tool.

Fig. 2. Some photographs are difficult to turn into cartoons, even with our tool. Usually, this occurs because the image has so
much rich texture that the segmentation process results in many small connected-regions.

